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The  old  idiom  says,  “possession  is  nine-tenths  of  the  law”,  but  in  the  case  of  the
dispossessed Palestinians, occupation represents one hundred per cent of the law after their
land was usurped due to Israel’s creation some 82 years ago. Other Arab territories have
been annexed in a succession of wars that followed too.

Justice is further away than ever with the UAE and Bahrain formally becoming the latest
Arab countries to sell out their Palestinian brethren by normalising relations with Israel,
despite Israel’s continued illegal military occupation of Palestinian land and the expansions
of illegal settlements and destruction of Palestinian homes.

Both Arab dictators proceeded to formally sign agreements to normalise relations with Israel
at a ceremony hosted by President, Donald Trump, the most pro-Israel US leader since Harry
Truman who presided over the recognition of Israel in 1948.

Trump has torn up so many international conventions and norms by moving the US embassy
to Jerusalem, despite its special status, as well as handing over Syria’s Golan Heights that
have been illegally occupied by Israel for over half a century.

The move by the UAE and Bahrain to the Israeli camp is also a shift to realign the Middle
East against Iran, described by Benjamin Netanyahu as Tel Aviv’s biggest enemy. Tehran
was  one  of  just  a  few  countries  to  publicly  condemn  the  normalisation  of  relations,
describing it as “shameful” and a “humiliating act.”

Trump has tried to turn the rest of the world against Iran by trying to destroy the landmark
nuclear deal by unilaterally withdrawing. According to Middle East Eye Editor, David Hearst,
the new alliance in the Middle East could also be targeted against Turkey’s influence in the
region.

The deal was brokered by Trump’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner and former British PM, Tony
Blair, who called the deal “a massive and welcome opportunity to recast the politics of the
region.”

The former envoy to the Middle East Quartet has spent much of his forced retirement time
trying to encourage Arab countries to build cooperation with Israel based on a “shared
outlook.”

He is credited with turning the accepted formula of “peace with the Palestinians before
normalisation” on its head by effectively relegating their legitimate aspirations for a viable
state to the back of the queue.
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Perplexingly,  apart  from dangling the prospects  of  more US military sales,  the UAE is
reported to have received a pledge from Netanyahu that Israel will temporarily suspend its
plans to annex parts of the occupied West Bank, not to carry out the usurpation of territories
already illegally seized for decades.

The new alliances are a further trampling of Palestinian rights by Israel’s incessant illicit
encroachments. The theft of their land is a legacy of British colonialism and placing a special
responsibility on the UK to put right before might.

The latest Arab alliance, which some suspect comes ahead of Saudi Arabia following suit, is
a sad day, not just a more betrayal and as such sets a precedent that there is little sense of
justice left in the world.
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